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Abstract--Using a certain umber of very elementary functors, explicit formulas are given for the 
birefleetion or/and bieoreflection f TOP (topological spaces), FNS (fuzzy neighborhood spaces) and 
MAX (maximal, with respect to the level topologies, fuzzy topological spaces) in the category FTS of 
fuzzy topological spaces. A subeategory of FTS, minimal with respect to certain associated topologies 
and dual in a certain sense to MAX, arises in a natural way, and is proved to be nothing else than 
FNS. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In Ref. [1] we studied the reflectiveness and coreflectiveness of the full subcategories TOP, FNS 
and MAX of FTS, by means of pure categorical rguments. It is the purpose of this paper to give 
explicit formulas for the reflectors and coreflectors in question. They turn out to be expressible by 
means of a certain number of very elementary functors (co,, co*, z~, z*). The functors t~ define the 
level-topologies of a FTS and have already been used in the literature. Special cases of the others 
are scattered over and rediscovered in several papers, but a systematic and general treatment was 
never given. So we took the opportunity to give in the preliminaries, and further on in Section 5, 
a systematic account of their principal properties and interrelations, not only for the purpose of 
this paper, but also for later use. 
The main theorems, Theorems 3.1, 4.2, 4.3 and 5.1 give the above mentioned escription of 
reflectors and coreflectors. At the same time we encountered a subcategory of FTS, dual in a 
certain sense to MAX, but which ultimately proved to be nothing else than FNS. This led us to 
a number of characterizations of FNS, most of them being new, and which are assembled in 
Theorem 4.1. 
2. PREL IMINARIES  
Our basic category is FTS, i.e. the topological category of fuzzy topological spaces 
and continuous maps as introduced in Ref. [2]. For the definition of FNS, the full sub- 
category of FTS consisting of those fuzzy topological spaces which are generated by a fuzzy 
neighborhood system, we refer to Ref. [3]. Other subcategories will be defined or redefined in the 
sequel. 
As usual we will denote I = [0, 1], I0=]0, 1], Ii = [13, 1[, I0: =]0, 1[. If X is a set, we will 
write 3"m~(3"~,), resp. A~(Amin) for the discrete (indiscrete) topology, resp. fuzzy topology 
on X. 
We will not distinguish between ~ • I and the constant function (on a set X) having value ~; if 
A =X we will write la for the characteristic function X~I  of A, but lx instead of llx/. 
A function • 1 A = ~ A 1 ~ (A c X, ~ • I) will be called a leveled characteristic function. 
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2.1. A topological lemma 
We recall the following well-known topological property, which remains true if all topologies 
are replaced by fuzzy topologies: 
if (~=)=~a and (~=')=,A are families of topologies, with the same index-set A, on 
X resp. X', and if f:  X-.X" is a map such that f: (X, 3r=)~(X', ~=') is continuous for 
each a e A, then 
f: (X, inf ~)  --* (X', inf Y=') 
and 
f: (X, sup ~)  ~ (X', sup 3 "d) 
are also continuous. 
2.2. Topologies derived from a fuzzy topology 
Given (X, A)e[FTS[ and a •I~, the a-level-topology of A is defined [4] by 
|=(A) t= {2-  l(]a, 11); 2 • A}. 
The topological modification of A, i.e, the coarsest topology =(A) on X making all elements of A 
lower-semi-continuous, is then generated by the subbasis 
{2-t(Ja, I]); 2 cA, a EI~}, 
which means that 
t (a) = sup t,(a). (1) 
=el l 
From {x; 2(x) > ~} = U#>={x; 2(x) > fl} it follows also immediately that 
V= • It: ,=(A) ~- ~up ,p(A). (2) 
Another collection of topologies, derived from A, and which will b¢ useful in the sequel is defined 
by 
z*(A),={G; = 1GeA}, =el.  
It is clear that z*(A) is always discrete, so we will mostly 
=EI  0. 
As A contains the constant functions, we have 
and therefore 
N ,=*(a) = ,  
=el 0 
It follows immediately from the definitions that 
06~ <fl 61 =,.~(A)cl=(A), 
whence also 
sup ~ ~(A) c ~=(A), 
B>= 
*(A) ~ inf t#(A), 
#<= 
l *(a) ~ 10(A) C Z (A). 
take in account z*(A) only for 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
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2.3. Fuzzy topologies derived from a topology 
Given (X, ~') e I TOP I, and generalizing the functor o9 [2], we define, for a e I~, fuzzy topologies 
on X by 
og,(oq').'= {2 e IX; 2 -t(]a, 1]) e oq'}. 
The fuzzy topology og(Y) on X, consisting of all lower-semi-continuous maps (X, Y')--*L is then 
clearly given by 
¢1~1 I 
It is easily seen that {la; G~} is a subbase for o9(~'), while {~la ;~I0 ,  G eY'} is a basis 
for w(Y).  
A second collection of fuzzy topologies derived from ~- is defined by 
o9"(~) = [{~ la; G e ~'}], ~ I .  
Clearly ~o*(Y') is always trivial, so we will mostly consider o9"(~) only for a ~ I0. 
It is clear that {ilia; G ~,Y', 0 < il <~ a}. is a base for o9,*(~), whence 
and 
~o(~J) = sup w*(~J-) = sup og~*(J') = og*(~Y'). 
• ~1 ~I  o 
Immediately from the definitions we also deduce that 
el, il ~I~ ~ 0)$(~-) ~ o9(~') ~ o9#(~). 
A useful result, e.g, for the verifications in Section 2.5, is the following: 
Lemma 2.1 
If il E I0, 2 ~ o~ ~,(oj-), then ,~ -I(]a, 1]) ~ Y" for each a ~ I1, and in particular ;t -I(]0t, 1]) ~ {0, X} if 
~>i l .  
Proof. If a > fl and 2-  ~(]~, 1]) ~ 0, then 2 is necessarily a constant. If a ~ il then there exists a 
family (G(~))0<~ of elements of ,Y" such that 
2 = sup ~ l c~). 
0<~,~ 
So, clearly 
-10~, 1]) = ,U,~ G(r), 
whence the result. • 
2.4. Relations between ~, ~, l*, co, ¢o~, oa* 
Given (X, 3)  I TOP l, we have in the first place the following relations, the verifications of 
which are straightforward: 
oq', if a = il, (6) 
if (~,il)eI1 x I~: ~oog#(Y')= Y'~,,x, if a 4:il, 
if (~, f l)el i  x I0: t~ o ¢o~(~-) = (7) 
toa-, if ~ < fl, 
~',9"ma x, if a ~ fl, 
if (~,il)~Ioxll:t*,oo9#(,Y-)=(3_, if a>il, (8) 
if (g, il)~Ioxlo:t*oog~(~q')=~ 3" i~' if ~t>fl, (9) 
(3", if a ~ il. 
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From Ref. [4] it is already known that 
o oJ(3") = 3r and V~ ell: t~ o o~(~') = 3". (10) 
From the definitions and the foregoing relations we also immediately deduce the following: 
W e/0: z~* o ¢o(o~') --- t* o o J ( : )  = ~-, (1 I) 
V0~ e I i :  z o og~(.q-) = :m,x ,  ~ * ° ¢O~(~q') = ~,  (12)  
t .oO) . (3_)= ~'mi.,~ if a ¢: 1, (13) 
I .~, if ~ = 1. 
Next, given (X, A)elFTS J, it is clear that 
V~ elo: oJ* o ~*(a)cA, 
Therefore also 
co o ~ *(A) c sup co* o t*(A) ~ A ~ inf o9~ o ~,(A) c co o i (A). 
• ~/0  a~l  I 
Lemma Z2 
If (X, A)e[FTS[, (X', A')e [FTS[ and if]'." (X, A)--,(X', A') is continuous, then: 
I. f: (X, z,(A))~(X', z~(A')) is continuous for ~ e 11; 
II. f :  (X, z~*(A))-~(X', l*(A')) is continuous for • eL 
Proof. Immediate from the definitions. 
3. THE SUBCATEGORY MAX 
In Ref. [5] the full subcategory MAX of FTS was introduced in the following way: 
the relation between objects (X, A) and (X, A') of FTS(X), defined by 
W e 11: z~(A) = ~(a ' )  
is an equivalence relation, and it was pointed out that each equivalence-class contains, for the 
inclusion between fuzzy topologies, a finest element. We shall call these fuzzy topologies imply 
maximal, or maximal for given levels, and denote MAX the full subcategory of FTS having these 
maximal elements as objects. 
Given (X, a)e I FTS I, the finest element (X, CM(A)) in the class of (X, A) is [5] clearly given by 
CM(A) = {2 e lX; rot ell: 2 -t(]c¢, 1])e t~(A)}. 
From this it follows immediately that 
c.(A) = ~ w~o z~(A). (14) 
• ~I  I 
As is already known [7], the converse of part I in Lemma 2.2 holds for (X, A) e [ MAX I. But more 
precisely we have the following proposition. 
Proposition 3.1 
If (X, A) e I FTSI, then the following are equivalent: 
I. (X, A)e lMAX }, i.e. A = cM(A); 
II. for each (X', A')elFTS [ a mapping f: (X, A)~(X',  A') is continuous if and 
only if for all a e 11 the mapping f: (X, t~(A))~(X', L(A')) is continuous. 
Proof  Xf (X, A) e I MAX I, (y,,  A') e I FTSl, if f :  (X, z~(A)) ~(X' ,  t~(A')) is continuous for each a e 11 
and if 2 'e  A', we have f- ' (2'- l (]~, 1]))e z~(A) for each ~ e I1, and therefore 2 'o fe  cu(A) = A, which 
proves I =~ II. The converse follows by taking X' = X, A' = c~(A),f  = idx. • 
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We shall frequently use the following lemma. 
Lemma 3.1 
If (X, er)elTOP I, then (X, oJ(~)), (X, oJ,(~')) for ~ el l ,  (X, co*(~)) for a e l  are objects in 
MAX. 
Proof. This is straightforward, either by using formula (14) or the construction given in 
Ref. [5]. • 
As an immediate application of the foregoing, we have the next proposition. 
Proposition 3.2 
Given (X, Y')elTOPI,  (x', ')elroPI and f: X--.X', the following are equivalent: 
I. f :  (X, Y)--*(X', Y") is continuous; 
II. 3~ ell: f :  (X, co,(~'))-~(X', ~o,(3")) is continuous; 
III. V~ ell: f: (X, ~o~(~))--*(X', w,(3")) is continuous; 
IV. 3~el0: f : (X,  * ' * ' o~, (Y'))-+(X, co, (Y")) is continuous; 
• * t V. V= e I0: f .  (X, co, (~r))--,(X, ¢o*(,g")) is continuous; 
VI. f :  (X, o)(5-))~(X', o2(ar')) is continuous. 
Proof I ~=~ II ,~ III and I .~ IV ~=~ V follow immediately from Proposition 3.1, Lemma 3.1 
and the formulas in Section 2.4. I ~,V I  is known [2], but follows also for example from 
Proposition 3.1, Lemma 3.1 and formulas (1) and (3). • 
As another consequence we also have the following proposition. 
Proposition 3.3 
If (X, A) e[FTS [, (X', A') e[FTS [,f: X~X' ,  then between the properties 
I. f :  (X, A)~(X' ,  A') is continuous; 
II. Y~ eI.: f :  (X, i,(A))--}(X', t~(A')) is continuous; 
III. V~ ell: f :  (X, o~ o z,(A))~(X', o~, o z,(A')) is continuous; 
IV. f:  (X, cu(A))~(X',  cu(A')) is continuous; 
V. f: (X, cM(A))~(X', A') is continuous; 
VI. f :  (X, z(A))~(X', t (A')) is continuous; 
VII. f :  (X, coo I (A))-(X' ,  co o t(A')) is continuous; 
VIII. f :  (X, o~ o t (A))~(X', A') is continuous; 
there exist the following implications: 
I =~ II ~,, III ¢*. IV ~, V =~ VI ~ VII ¢~ VIII. 
Proof I =~ II is Lemma 2.2, II =~ III follows from Proposition 3.2, III =~ IV from formula (14) 
and Section 2.1, IV =~V is trivial, V~, I I  follows from Lemma 2.2 and z,(A)= z,(cu(A)). 
Next II :~ VI follows from Section 2.1, VI =~ VII from Proposition 3.2, VII =~ VIII is trivial and 
VIII =~ VI follows from (I ~ VI) and i o co o ~ (A) = t (A). • 
Remarks 3.1 
(a) In the preceding proof we applied part of Proposition 3.2. Using the other equivalences 
mentioned in Proposition 3.2, more properties, equivalent o those figuring in the fore- 
going proposition can be formulated. We limited ourselves to those properties that served 
in the proof or will be used later on, leaving the rest as an exercise for the reader• 
(b) In Ref. [5] it was shown that, given (X, A) e I FTSI, there is in general no coarsest fuzzy 
topology in the set of all fuzzy topologies having the same level-topologies a  A, and from 
this it follows that the converse of II ~ I in the preceding proposition is not true. 
The following example shows that also the converse of VI =, II fails to hold. We take 
X = Ij, and define a family of topologies (~),~t, on X by taking for ~ the {~}-excluding 
topology on X. As is readily verified, this collection satisfies the condition (LT) of 
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Ref. [5]. So there is a--necessarily nondiserete---fuzzy topology A on X' with J,(A) = #r, 
while ~ (A) is clearly discrete. It is then sufficient o take X' = X, A' discrete and f = idx: 
VI is satisfied while II is false. 
(c) The foregoing example shows even more: VI can be satisfied, while f:  (X, i~(A)) 
(X', t~(A')) is discontinuous for all ~ e/I. 
It was already proved in Ref. [1] that MAX is a full bicoreflective subcategory of FTS. We are 
now able to provide the coreflector explicitly. 
Theorem 3.1 
MAX is a full bicoreflective subcategory of FTS, and given (X, A) e [ FTS 1, the bicoreflection is
idx: (X, eM(A))--*(X, A). 
Proof This follows immediately from IV ~ V in Proposition 3.3. • 
Remark 3.2 
It was already proved in Ref. [1] that MAX is not reflective in FTS. 
4. THE SUBCATEGORY FNS 
Definition 4.1 
In analogy with what was done for MAX, we can consider the relation between objects (X, A) 
and (X, A') of FTS(X) defined by 
W e/0: z:(A) = ~*(a'). 
In order to study this relation, we consider, given (X, A) e I FTSI, the fuzzy topologies defined by 
rN(A),=inf w~ o t*(A) = {2 elX; Vot ell: a 1~-~]~.~])cA} 
~tEl  I
and 
A',=sup ~o* o t*(A) = sup to* o ~*(A), 
• EI o ~I  
A",=[{0t la; ~ ~I0, • la~A}]. 
From the definitions of w* and z* it follows immediately, on the one hand that 
A' --- A", 
on the other hand that 
and therefore that 
{~ la; ~ ~I1, ~ I~A} c rN(A) c A" 
rN(A) = A ~ = A". 
Proposition 4.1 
Each equivalence-class for the equivalence-relation FTS(X) defined by 
w e I0: z*(A) = ~*(a')  
contains a coarsest element for the inclusion between fuzzy topologies, and given (X, A)elFTS I, 
this minimum fuzzy topology in the class of (X, A) is given by 
r~(A)  - inf oJ~ o ~*(A) - sup to* o ~*(A) = [{~ la; a e I0, ~ lae A}]. 
eL~I  ~E I  0 
Proof If 0tlaeA, f l lHeA, then ~ laAf l ln= (Qt Afl) l~nneA, which proves that 
{~t lG;~I0 ,~lGeA } is a basis for rN(A). 
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Furthermore, if atlnerH(A), then ~tlneA, so He~*(A), and from this it follows that 
t*(rN(A)) = I~*(A). 
Finally, if A' is a fuzzy topology on X, equivalent o A, we take 2 e rN(A). Hence, a family 
(T 1 x¢~))~ ~ to with 7 1 x¢~)e A exists, such that 2 = V ~ t07 1 x(~). However, then K(?)e ~*(A) = t*(A'), so 
7 lx(r)eA' and 2 cA', which proves the minimality of rH(A). • 
The foregoing proposition allows us to consider the full subcategory MIN of FTS, whose objects 
are the minimal objects in the sense of Proposition 4.1. It is then, starting from a proposition 
analogous to Proposition 3.1, easy to derive results on MIN in a certain sense "dual" to those 
obtained concerning MAX. It will turn out however, to be more appropriate first to give some 
characterizations of FNS, and from which it will follow that in fact MIN = FNS. 
II. 
III. 
IV. 
V. 
VI. 
VII. 
VIII. 
IX. 
X. 
XI. 
XII. 
XIII. 
XIV. 
XV. 
XVI. 
XVII. 
XVIII. 
XIX. 
XX. 
Theorem 4.1 
If (X, A) e [ FTS[, and if A c is the set of closed fuzzy sets, then the following are equivalent: 
I. (X, A) eIFNS[; ~ 
Vl~ e I  x, Vat el: /z Aat =/2 Aat; 
V~ e I  x, Vat e l :  (p V~)  ° = 1i Vat; 
(X,A)e MAX and for 0~at  ~f l  < I:~(A)~t~(A); 
(X, A)e MAX and for 0 ~ at < 1: ~(A) = sup~>~ (A); 
V# cA, Vat eI~: at lu-~(l~.q)eA; 
A~rN(A), i.e. A = r~(A); 
V# eA ~, Vat e l :  at V 1.-~([.,m e Ac; 
{at lu_~q~,q); # cA, ~t eI} is a basis for A; 
{atl~;atleeA} is a basis for A; 
A has a basis consisting of leveled characteristic functions; 
Vat ell: ~(A) = sup~>~ ff(A); 
(X, A)e lMAX and V/z e I x, Vat e 1: (/z + at)A 1 ~ (/2 + at)A 1; 
(X, A) e MAX and 
(X, A) e MAX and 
(X, A) e MAX and 
(X, A) e: MAX and 
(X,A)e MAX and 
(X,A)e MAX and 
(X,A)e MAX and 
V# e I  x, Vo~ eI :  (~ -- at)V0 ~ ((/~ - at) V 0)°; 
Vl~ e I x, Vat e I: (/2 - ~) V 0 ~ (/~ - ~) V 0; 
Vu e I  x, Yat el :  ((/~ + at)A 1) ° ~ (/i + at)A 1; 
V/z eA c, Vat e l :  (# + at)A 1 eA¢; 
V/~ cA, Vat e l :  (~ - at) V 0cA; 
VI~ e I x, Vo~ e I: o~ <~ (~)° ;  
V/~ cA, Vat eI :  at~ cA. 
Proof  I ~=. II was proved in Ref. [1], II ~ III is trivial, I ,~ IV was proved in Ref. [5], IV =~ V 
follows immediately from condition (2) in Section 2.2 and V =~ IV is trivial. Next VII is a 
reformulation of VI, while VI ~:- VIII and IX =~ X =~ XI are trivial; XIII ~ XIV and XV ~ XVI 
follow by taking complements, XIII 4~ XV follows by considering /~ -at  instead of ~, while 
XIII ~ XVII, XIV ~=. XVIII and XIX ~ XX are straightforward. So it is sufficient to prove 
IV =~ VI =:. IX, XI =~ XII =~ IV, IV .,~ XVII and IV ¢~ XX. 
(a) IV  =~ VI. As 
~ e ~(A), if B >11 ~, 
{x; at l~-,(]~.q)(x) >/~} = (/ _1(]0 q l])e ~(A)~ ~(A), if fl < at, 
the result follows by maximality. 
(b) VI  =~ IX. This follows immediately from 
= sup  at lu-I(]~.l] ) . 
a~/1 
(c) X I=~XI I .  If ~ is such a basis, and f l l oe~cA,  it follows that Gez~(A). If now 
G ez,(A), there is a 2cA  such that G = 2-1(]at, I]), and a family (G(P))p,t, with P lc~e~ and 
2--supa~t, fllc,(a ). From this it follows that G(fl)et~'(A) and G = O {G(fl);/~ >at}, whence 
G esupa, ,  z~(A). In view of condition (4) in Section 2.2, we are done. 
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(d) X I I  =, IV. That (h(A)),~ 6 satisfies the chain condition is immediate. Suppose now that g e l  x 
satisfies g-t(]~,l])6h(A) for each at6It. Then there exists a family (G,.~),,~,.a>, such that 
G,.a~tff(A) if a6It , f l  >a  and /~-~(]~,I])=U{G~.$fl >a}. However fll~,.~¢A, therefore also 
al~,.a ¢A (if g < fl), hence 
~t = sup a 1~-,(1,.,,  = sup a(sup lo,.~ 
a~l I cl¢11 ~#•g / 
= sup sup at I~, ~ ¢ A, 
a~l  t p>a 
which proves the maximality of A. 
(e) IV  =~ XVI I .  If/~ 6A, a e I  we define ~b: I~2  x by 
~.0)'/z, -I(]~ + fl' 1])~ ,~+t(A)ctB(A), if ~¢ + fl < 1, 
4,(¢~) 
if a+f l~ l .  
From the construction i Ref. [5] and the maximality, it follows that ~b* = supp,t/~ 1¢¢ n~A, while 
it is straightforward that qb* =( /~-~)V0.  
( f )  XV I I= , IV .  I f0~a ~/ /<1 and #~A, then also ~ =~- - ( f l - -a ) )VOEA,  while 
l, -'(]P, 1]) = ~ -'(]~, l]), 
whence ,t(A)m q(A). 
(g) IV  =~ XX. For at = 0 nothing has to be proved. If/~ ~A, at ~10, putting ? -- l/a we define 
qb: I--+2 x by 
f/z-~0#?, 1])~%(A)mzp(A), if fl <a, 
~b(fl) = (0, if fl >~ a. 
Again from the construction i Ref. [5] and the maximality, it follows that q~* -supp,t fl l~  e A, 
while ~b * = a#. 
(h) XX  =~ IV. If 0 ~ a < fl < 1 and # ~ A, then also ~ = ~# e A with T - a/fl < 1, while 
tt-'(l#, ~l) = ~-'(1~, 11), 
whence t~(A): t,(A). • 
Counterexamples and Remarks 4.1 
(a) The existence of non-discrete fuzzy topologies whose level-topologies are all discrete [4, 5], 
shows that the condition (X, A)~IMAX I cannot be dropped in IV or V in the prt~axling 
theorem. 
(b) The condition (LT) in Ref. [5] on a family (.Y'~),,t, of topologies on a set X impfies that 
c supp • ~ .~.  That the converse is not true is shown by the example 
{ ~rm~,, if ae[O,~]U[~,l[, 
~'~= ~min, if ~E]~,~[ .  
(c) The fuzzy topology A on a set X defined by 
A,={2 ~IX; sup 2 ~ ½ + inf,} 
is not discrete, while all its level-topologies are. So it is not rnaxiraal, whence (X, A) is not 
in {FNS I. This example shows that in none of the conditions XIII-XX of Theorem 4.1, 
the maximality condition can be dropped. 
(d) We already saw that, given (K, ~r)vlTOPl¢ we have (X, co,*(Y'))~IMAX I. As the 
level-topologies of co~*(Y') form a descending chain, it follows from Ref. [5] that 
(X, co~*(Y'))e IFNSI and thus is minimal in the sense of Proposition 4.1 for the collection 
0 ~ o co.*(5))p.,. 
In analogy with Proposition 3.1 we now have the following proposition. 
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Proposition 4.2 
If (X', A') e [FTS 1, then the following are equivalent: 
I. (X', A') e MINI = [FNS,  i.e. A' = r~(A'); , 
II. for each (X, A)eIFTS a mapping f: (X, A )~(X ,  A') is continuous if and 
only if for all ~t e I the mapping f: (X, * I,(A))--*(X, l*(A')) is continuous. 
Proof. If (X', A') e ] FNS I, (X, A) e [ FTS 1, if f :  (X, z *(A))--* (X', ~*(A')) is continuous for each ~t e L 
and if ~t 1 ~. e A', then G' E ~,(A'), so G = f -  ~(G') e ~(A), whence f -  I(~t 1 o,) = 0t 1 o e A. The theorem 
then follows from X in Theorem 4.1. • 
As a counterpart to Proposition 3.3, we next have the following proposition. 
Proposition 4.3 
If (X, A) e lFTS 1, (X', A') e I FTSI and f: X--,X', then between the properties 
I. f :  (X, A)~(X',  A') is continuous; 
z II. V0t e/0: f:  (X, ~ (A))~(X,  ~*(A')) is continuous; 
III. V~ e/0: f:  (X, co* o ~*(A)) --*(Y', co* o t*(A')) is continuous; 
IV. f: (X, rN(A))~(X', rN(A')) is continuous; 
V. f: (X, A)~(X' ,  r~(A')) is continuous; 
VI. f :  (X, I*(A))~(X', ~ *(A')) is continuous; 
VII. f :  (X, co o t *(A))~(X', co o t *(A')) is continuous; 
VIII. f :  (X, co o z*(A))~(X', A') is continuous; 
there exist the following implications: 
I =~ II ~, III ~ IV ~ V =~ VI ~. VII ,~ VIII. 
Proof See proof of Proposition 3.3. 
Counterexamples 4.2
(a) In analogy with Remark 3.1(b), the following examples prove that the converses of 
the implications in the foregoing proposition fail to hold. If we take X = X '= I0,~, 
A = A~an, A'= [{idx}], then ~*(A)= l*(A')= "~'mi, for all ~ e/0; so f=  idx satisfies II but 
not I. If we take X = X '  = I, A = [{~ ll0,~t; oc e /0}] ,  A' = [{~ ll~_~:t; ~ e/0}] ,  then  ~*(A) = 
{]0, p[,/~ ~},  z*(A') = {]1 -/~,1[;/~ :>~} for ~eI0, while z*(A)= ~*(A') = ~'~a,. So idx 
satisfies VI but not II. 
(b) The foregoing example again (cf. Remarks 3.1) shows that VI can be satisfied, while 
, r f:  (X, ~ (A) )~(X,  z*(A')) is discontinuous for all ~ eI0. 
It was proved in Ref. [1] that FNS is a bireflective subcategory of FTS; we now have more 
precisely, the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.2 
FNS is a bireflective full subcategory of FTS, and given (X, A)elFTS], the bireflection is 
idx: (X, A)--,(X, r~(A)). 
Proof This follows immediately from IV ~ V in Proposition 4.3. • 
It was also proved in Ref. [1] that FNS is a bicoreflective subcategory of FTS. In order to 
calculate the bicoreflection, we need the following lemma. 
Lemma 4.1 
If (Ai)~ is a family of fuzzy topologies on a set X and ~ el l ,  then 
~ (sup Al~ = sup ~(A,.). 
Proof This is a particular case of Proposition 1.2 in Ref. [4]. 
C.A.M.W.A. Ifl/|O-| I --E 
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Definition 4.2 
Given (X, A)elFTSI, we now define a fuzzy topology c#(A) by 
co(a) = sup co* o t~(A). 
~tel  I 
From this definition it follows immediately that 
cu(A) -- [{~ lu_,<l,.ll); # cA, • e II}], 
and therefore, by Theorem 4.1, that 
(X, co(A)) e[FNS [, 
and also, by # = sup,~/~ • lu-i(l~,ll), that 
Now, from Lcmma 4.1 
A ~ c,AA). 
z=(co(a))  = sup  7= o co~ o ~p(a) 
= sup z= o co~ o za(A) Vsup ~ o co~ o za(A )
= ~'min V sup za(A ) = sup l~(A) ~ ~(A). 
t~>~ ~>~ 
Finally, we can now prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.3 
FNS is a bicoreflcctive subcategory of FTS, and given (X, A) e [ FTS I, the bicoreflcction is 
idx: (X, co(A))~(X, A). 
Proof. That id x is continuous follows from A c c#(A). If then (Y, F)  ¢ I FNS} and f :  (Y, E)--*(X, A) 
is continuous, it follows that, given • ell, f: (Y, ~a(F))~(X, za(A)) is continuous for each/~ > st, 
and therefore also f:  (Y, supa>~ #(F))~(X, supa>~ a(A)), i.e. f: (Y, ~,(F))~(X, z~(cN(A)) . From 
(Y, F )e ]MAX [, it then follows that f: (Y, F)~(X, cN(A)) is continuous. • 
5. THE SUBCATEGORIES  TOP, TOP,, TOP* 
It is already known [2] that the functor co: TOP--*FTS, where co(X, 5 )  = (X, coCq')), while the 
morphisms are left invariant is an embedding, and an isomorphism of TOP onto the full 
subcategory of FTS, whose objects are those pairs (X, A) for which there is a topology ~r on X 
such that A = co(Ja). As in Ref. [1] we shall also denote this full subcategory by TOP, making no 
distinction between (X, 3") and (X, co(~)). 
In a likewise manner we can consider the full subcategories TOP, (x ¢Ii) resp. TOP* (~ el0) of 
FTS, whose objects are those (X, A) for which there exists a topology ~" such that A = co,(oar) with 
e l l ,  resp. A = co*Cq) with ~ ¢I0. As follows from Proposition 3.2, the functors 
co~: TOP ~ FTS, ~ e It, 
and 
co*: TOP-+ FTS, xeI0, 
where co~(X, .~) = (X, co~(Y-)), co*(X, Y') = (X, co*(Y')) and which leave the morphisms invariant 
are embeddings. 
From the preceding we have immediately the following proposition. 
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Proposition 5.1 
The subcategories TOP, TOP, (~ e I0, TOP* (~ e I0) are isomorphic. • 
The functor z: FTS--)TOP where z(X, A) = (X, z(A)) while the morphisms are left unchanged is 
already known [2]; it follows from Lemma 2.2 that 
~: FTS --) TOP, • e Ii, 
(x, A) --) (x, t,(A)) 
and 
t*: FTS ~ TOP, ~t e11, 
(x, A) --, (x, z*(a)) 
where always the morphisms are left unchanged, are also functors. 
It follows from formulas (6)--(13) in Section 2.4 that 
(a) z,, t ~' (fl > ~), z * are left-inverses to c0, (0t ell); 
(b) z,(ct el~), z, z* (~t eI0), z* are left-inverses to co; 
(c) zp(fl < ~t), z, z~'(fl ~ ~t)) are left-inverses to to* (~t e/0); 
and from this we can deduce left-inverses for the inclusion-funetors TOP--, FTS, TOP,~ FTS 
and TOP* ~ FTS. 
That TOP is a bireflective and bicoreflective full subcategory of FTS was proved in Ref. [1]. 
Once more we can prove the more complete theorem. 
Theorem 5.1 
1 ° TOP, is, if at eI1, a bicoreflective subeategory of FTS and given (X, A)elFTS [, 
the bicoretiection is given by 
idx: (X, co, o z~(A))---+(X, a); 
2 ° TOP* is, if • e I0, a bireflective subcategory of FTS and given (X, A) e [ FTS], the 
bireflection is given by 
idx: (X, A)~(X, co* o z~*(A)); 
3 ° co, o t,(A) = min{og,(~'); ~- eTOP(X), to,(~)DA}; 
4 ° co*o z ~*(A) = max{oJ~*(3"); 3" e TOP(X), a~*(Jr)c A}; 
5 ° TOP is a bicoreflective and bireflective subcategory of FTS; given (X, A) e I FTS ], 
the bicoreflection is given by 
idx: (X, co o z (A)) ~ (X, A), 
and the bireflection by 
idx: (X, A) ~ (X, o o z *(A)); 
oJ o z (A) = min(o~ (~'); ~- e TOP(X), o~(~) = A} o 
and 
Proof. 
oa o z *(A) -- max{o (,.~"); 9- e TOP(X), co( f )  c A}. 
1 ° That idx: (X, oJ, o z,(A))--.(X, A) is continuous follows from Section 2.4. If further 
(Y, cn,(~))e[TOP~l and f: (Y, co,(~q'))--,(X, A) is continuous, it follows from 
Proposition 3.3 and z~ o oJ~(5) = Y" that f :  (Y, co , ( f ) ) -~(X ,  c0~ o t,(A)) is also 
continuous. 
2 ° Analogous using Proposition 4.3 instead of Proposition 3.3. 
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3 ° Follows from the proof of 1 ° by taking Y = X , f= idx. 
4 ° As 3 ° . 
5 ° Analogous to 1 ° and 2 °. 
6 ° Analogous to 3 ° and 4 ° . 
Remarks 5.1 
(a) From the definitions of ~ and ~* one readily verifies that 
o}o z*(A) = [{lo; locA}], 
formula to compare with that for A"= rN(A) in Definition 4.1. 
(b) TOP~ is not reflective in FTS, as the following example shows. Take X = ]0, l[O [2, 3], 
take/~ # ~ and let A be the maximal fuzzy topology on X [5] for which t~(A) -- .9"~ if 
$ {~,/~}, s0(A) = 3-mi ~, while ~(A) is the usual topology on X. If then (X, A)-~(J~, ¢o~(.~')) 
is continuous, r has to be constant. If then Y is a two-point set {a,b}, then 
f: (X, A)~(Y, oJ=(~'m~)) with f(]0, 1D = {a},f(]2, 3D = {b} is continuous, and the required 
factorization does not exist. 
(c) TOP* is, if ~ # 1, not coreflective in FTS, as the following example shows. If 4~ X >11 2, 
if A is such that t0(A) = ~'m~ for some/~ > ~, and if c: (J~, o~*(~'))~(X, A) is continuous, 
then c is necessarily a constant mapping. Also every continuous f: (Y, ¢o,*(ad))--,(X, A) will 
be constant, but i f f (Y )# e(J~), the required factorization does not exist. 
(d) TOP~ is not a subcategory of FNS, but TOP* is, as follows from IV in Theorem 4.1. 
6. SUPPLEMENTARY REMARKS AND COUNTEREXAMPLES 
In view of XII in Theorem 4.1, one can ask for a possible interpretation of the "dual" equality 
z*(A) = infa<, it(A). In that respect we have only the following result. 
Proposition 6.1 
If (X, A) e lMAXI, then 
Wt e I0: z *(A) = inf t0(A ). 
0<~t 
Proof. If G einf0<~t~(A)= D0<~t0(A), we can define ~b: I t s2  x by 
0(/~)=G¢t0(A),  if ~<a,  
~z0(a ), if /~1/>a. 
From Ref. [5] and the maximality it follows that 
$ * = sup/~ 1,(a} ~ A. 
/3~lu 
While clearly ~b* = ~xlG, it follows that inf0<~za(A)c t*(A), and by conditions (5) in Section 2.2 
we are done. • 
Counterexample 6.1 
That the converse of the preceding property is not true, is shown by the following example. 
If X = ]0, 1[ we consider a non-discrete fuzzy topology F0 on X, whose level-topologies are all 
discrete, and define 
and 
r,={~ xx; x = ½(v + 1), v ~ro} 
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Then 
{' } ~'=i., if ~ n - - -~;n~l*  , 
I t (a )  = "~"min, V~ e /0 ;  
so inf#<,z#(A)= ~'mi~ = z*(A). However A is not maximal. • 
In the foregoing we obtained formulas for cu(A), rN(A ) and cs(A), by taking suprema nd infima 
of certain families of topologies or fuzzy topologies. So we can ask whether eplacing infima by 
suprema or vice versa in these formulas would give rise to other interesting functors. The negative 
answer to this question is based on the following observation: 
if ( J~)~t is a family of topologies on X, then 
sup co,(~) = Am~, 
inf co*(~r) = Amin" 
ae/0 
Indeed, if # e I x, ct ~ I~, then/~ A a E co~(~q'~), and therefore 
# = sup g A ~ e sup co,(ja- ). 
~tEI I ~11 
On the other hand co*(#")c~[~, 1] x, for each a ~I0, only contains constant functions. • 
It follows from the foregoing observation that, given (X, ~-) ITOpl or ~x, a) lETS I, we always 
have 
sup co,(~') = Amax, 
a~l I
inf co,*(,~-) = amin, 
~t~/0 
sup cos o ~(A) = sup co~ o t*(A) = Am~, 
~EI I 0t*/I 
inf co* o h(A) = inf co* o ~*(A) = Amin. 
• ~to,~ ~t0 
Concerning the functors t~ and 5" we have, for (X, A)eIFTS[, besides relations (1) and (2) in 
Section 2.2, the inclusions 
I*(A) c inf t~(A), sup t*(A) c ~0(A), 
which cannot be sharpened, as is shown by the following examples. Taking 
we have 
A = [0, ½y o [½, 1y, 
I l * (a)  = '~"min, inf h(A) = 5ma~.  
~tEI  I 
An analogous "extreme" counterexample is impossible for the second relation, as is shown by the 
following result: 
if t0(A) = 5m,~, then sup t*(A) = a'=~. 
Indeed, if x~X,  there is a A~A such that 2-1(]0, 1])= {x}, i.e. there is an ~t(x)¢lo such that 
a(x)lx~A, therefore {x} ~ z~x)(A)! • 
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However, taking X = [0, 1], A = {4 ¢ ix ;  ~ is 1-Lipschitz} we have sup~ z*(A) -- Y'n~u, while z0(A) 
is the usual topology on I. 
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